A Voice Teacher Sings Out for the Art of Improvisation (AOI)
by Irene Feher
It was in late July 2013, when I (a classically trained singer and voice teacher) felt the
vocal track
sang a cappella (without instrumental accompaniment) and made all kinds of inspiring music with
I was having the time of my life but I was also learning about how I use my
voice in a way that was very new to me: With the enthusiasm of a child, Lynn
suddenly catches my eye and lets out this operatic sound that knocked me
for a loop! What a lovely balanced full-bodied tone with even vibrato
and intense expression (this is the voice teacher in me that can’t helpherself
sometimes). I sing back – she smiles and sings again – I sing back – my
concern for “how I sound” melts away – I feel all the tension in my shoulders
and jaw release – my vocal utterance soars out – I am surprised and elated.
She invites us all to become opera singers. I am completely absorbed by
one thought: almost every note feels so easy! I leave the class dumbfounded.
Upon my arrival home, I tried some improvising at my piano, and that was when I realized
that I was reaching notes, high notes that had been eluding me on and off for many years, with

teaching singing, or any instrument for that matter, interfere with our ability to sing/play?
have been puzzling over why poised energetic learners, myself included, become stiff and unmusical

lots of well-meaning instructions, the child suddenly stiffens up and the graceful spontaneity of her

feedback, knowledge of results, is essential for learning, too much theoretical instruction is not
vocal model, Lynn set up basic structures that allowed me to sing freely with others in a playful
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me the time and space to tap into my vocal abilities in a
of immediately responding to an outside stimulus such as

I would like to conclude with a few tips for those who

as when you wake up and stretch after a good sleep, receive some wonderful news from a loved
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